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Navigating the Insurance

Landscape of Addiction

Treatment

There are 14,500 (NIDA) addiction treatment

facilities in the U.S. According to the Treatment

Research Institute, 80% are outpatient facilities,

10% in-patient facilities, and 10% are

methadone clinics.

Out-of-pocket expenses for in-patient substance use

disorder treatment can range from $10,000 a month at

standard substance treatment facilities to up to $80,000 a
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month at luxury substance treatment facilities. While free

programs and public services are available through

community health centers, for the average individual

seeking treatment, speaking with your insurance provider

and locating an in-network provider, where available, will

be essential to the treatment and recovery process.

In this article:

 

ADDICTION TREATMENT INSURANCE

COVERAGE

Insurance for addiction treatment is complex (to say the

least). Based o� insurance deductibles and amount of

coverage included in any particular plan, insurance

providers will cover widely variable amounts of overall

addiction treatment costs. This can lead to varying

coverage of: lengths of stay (day limits), stages of

Stages of Recovery
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The Factors Involved:

How People Bene�t

From Substance Use

Disorder Therapies
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Learn how to navigate the insurance landscape

and the right questions to ask your insurance

provider about coverage of addiction treatment.

•

Learn about In-network Provider lists and how

to navigate them to �nd the right provider and

coverage (& additional treatment provider

locator tools).

•

Learn about whether you have out of network

bene�ts and the proper times to use them (if no

in-network services are available for

adolescents etc…)

•

Learn about how to appeal insurance company

denials of coverage
•

Learn insurance terminology with a glossary of

the Top 20 Insurance-related terms
•
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treatment (detoxi�cation vs. on-going or continuing care),

levels of care (inpatient vs. outpatient), and contacted

providers (in-network vs. out-of-network status and a

facilities individual insurance acceptance policy).  See

glossary of terms below that you will want to familiarize

yourself with BEFORE calling your insurance company.

CONTACTING YOUR INSURANCE

COMPANY

Call the Member Services department at your insurance

company to learn more about addiction treatment

options. Have ready your insurance card and membership

identi�cation. Take notes and write down the name of the

member representative who you are speaking with, the

date, and don’t be afraid to ask questions and clarify new

terminology.

 

In addition, in speaking to your insurance provider about

addiction treatment, it is important to:

 

 

IN-NETWORK PROVIDER LISTS

Cognitive Behavioral

Therapy Approaches

(CBT)

R E A D  M O R E

U.S. Drug Classi�cations

R E A D  M O R E

Recovery Community

Centers

R E A D  M O R E

Request the details of coverage: lengths of stay, stages of

treatment, levels of care, and contacted providers.

1.

Inquire about prior authorization or pre-approval2.

Find out your “maximum out-of-pocket expense” for addiction

treatment.

3.

Request to be sent the insurance provider’s criteria for

determining “medical necessity” for addiction treatment

coverage.

4.

Advocate for yourself by knowing your rights (see

infographic on The Last 50 Years in Addiction Laws).

5.
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Insurance companies can provide lists of in-network

providers for addiction treatment. In-network provider lists

are often long and provide few details on the speci�cs of

the treatment provided, and may require contacting or

researching each provider on the list individually.

RESOURCES THAT MAY BE WORTH ASKING

ABOUT:
 

*** It is sometimes possible to contact your insurance

company directly with a desired treatment facility or

provider to inquire about coverage status of that

particular provider. If that particular provider is not

covered under your plan (i.e. out of network, etc.) the

insurance company may be able to present you with a

comparable in-network option.

*** Some insurance companies also have what are

called “behavioral health advocates” that may be able

to assist you in locating the appropriate treatment

provider.

ADDITIONAL TREATMENT PROVIDER

LOCATOR TOOLS

Another option to locate potential addiction treatment

providers (to potentially present to your insurance

company), is the U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health

Administration (SAMSHA) free online treatment locator

tool at https://�ndtreatment.samhsa.gov/ or you can

contact SAMSHA by phone at 1-800-662-HELP.

APPEALS TO INSURANCE (denials of

coverage)

Drug Policy In The

United States

R E A D  M O R E

Comparison Between

DSM-IV & DSM-5

R E A D  M O R E

E�ective Addiction

Treatment: What Makes

a Quality Addiction

Treatment Program?

R E A D  M O R E
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More than 20% of appeals in denial of coverage cases are

successful in favor of the covered individual. While �rst

level appeals to insurance providers have low success

rates, those rates of success increase with subsequent

appeals. Generally, an appeal must be o�cially denied

before one will be eligible to appeal services or treatment

at a higher level. Individuals should preserve all coverage

information, call notes, all insurance provider

correspondence, and name of member representative(s)

that you speak with in order to support an appeals claim.

All of this information should be kept together so that you

are able to reference during every communication with

the plan.

 

There are two main types of appeals:

 

 

To �le an appeal, it is important to obtain a copy of the

plan’s Summary Plan Description (SPD), bene�t & plan

coverage documentation, plan terms & conditions &

terms, medical necessity criteria or clinical guidelines

used for determinations of bene�ts for mental health &

substance use disorder conditions.

Successful appeals adhere to a particular plan’s individual

appeals process and timeframe, are factual and clearly

Co-occurring Disorders

R E A D  M O R E

The Scams & Corruption

of the Addiction Industry

Explained

R E A D  M O R E

Internal Appeals are typical for initial (�rst) and second level

appeals and include: parity appeals, expedited or standard

clinical utilization management appeals (e.g. medical

necessity appeals), and administrative/grievance procedure

appeals (e.g. scope of coverage dispute related to plan

documents)

1.

External Appeals include: external review appeals, regulator

complaints, accreditation audits, arbitration hearings, and

judicial hearings

2.
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state the appeals intent (to appeal a denial), and remain

focused throughout the ensuing, often lengthy process.

 

GLOSSARY OF THE TOP 20 INSURANCE-

RELATED TERMS

Adverse Determination

Appeal

Arbitration

Balance Billing

Claim

Classi�cation

Clinical Appeal

Co-Payment

Deductible

Denial

Exclusions

Explanation of Bene�ts

Medically Necessary

Network (e.g. In-Network, Out-of-Network)

Pre-Authorization
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Provider Payment

Treatment Limitations

Usual, Customary and Reasonable Fees (UCR)

Reason Codes

Summary Plan Description (SPD)

 

 

Special thank you to contributors Carol McDaid & Holly

Strain of Capitol Decisions.
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